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•

Colorado Section Emergency Coordinator –
Amateur Radio Emergency Service (ARES®)

•

Auxiliary Emergency Communications Unit
Manager (Volunteer), Colorado Department of
Public Safety, Division of Homeland Security
and Emergency Management, Office of
Emergency Management.

•

Founding shareholder and Managing Attorney,
The Law Center P.C., Highlands Ranch, CO.
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Historical Background
Before we tell you where we are headed, let’s take a look
at where we have been…
The Amateur Radio Service was created in 1912. It
remains a service defined by the F.C.C. as:
“A radiocommunication service for the purpose of self‐
training, intercommunication and technical investigations
carried out by amateurs, that is, duly authorized persons
interested in radio technique solely with a personal aim
and without pecuniary interest.” 47 CFR 97.3(a)(4)

The Value of Amateur Radio
Congress mandated a study by the FCC in consultation
with DHS/OEM to report back to Congress on the
importance of amateur radio in emergency
communication. The report, GN Docket No. 12‐91, was
issued on August 20, 2012.
“The responses to the Public Notice indicate agreement
between the amateur radio community and public safety
community as to the utility of amateur radio in
emergency response situations. Amateur radio
communications are suited to disaster response in a way
that many more advanced forms of communication today
are not, thereby allowing it to supplement other
emergency communications activities during disasters.”
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The Value of Amateur Radio
“This system demonstrates a key feature of the amateur
response network, which is that the very nature of
amateur radio, operating separate networks of
independently operated stations functioning primarily on
a decentralized basis, provides it with resiliency, making it
well‐suited to disaster response.
More specifically, amateur radio operates independently
from public infrastructure and can be operated via
portable transceivers and local back‐up power sources.24
Amateur radio is especially resilient during disasters that
normally affect infrastructure (e.g., earthquakes and
hurricanes).”

The Value of Amateur Radio
“Public safety organizations stress the importance of
amateur radio as a complement to other forms of
emergency communications. The Public Safety
Communication Manager’s Association of Santa Clara
County further notes that, ‘[w]hen local government
staffing is stressed by incident response, Amateur Radio
operators provide a significant additional resource. They
can provide communications to mass care shelters,
handle logistics requests and status reports, and process
health and welfare traffic, allowing EOC [emergency
operations center] staff and dispatchers to focus on life
safety and property and environmental protection.’ ”
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FCC Recommendations to Congress
“We therefore recommend that DHS consult with the
public safety, emergency management, and amateur
radio emergency communications associations and
groups to identify training opportunities that will support
better utilization of amateur radio operators for
emergency communications, and to solicit views on how
amateur radio capabilities could be further incorporated
into response plans or initiatives. We also recommend
that OEC include these recommendations in the NECP.”

FCC Recommendations to Congress
“The amateur radio community and the emergency response and
disaster communications communities all agree that amateur radio
can be of great value in emergency response situations. Amateur
radio carries with it a wide range of advantages that allow it to
supplement other emergency communications activities during
disasters. This has been demonstrated time and again in a wide
variety of emergency and disaster situations. Amateur radio
emergency communications require not only stations in a position to
originate the emergency message, but also an alternative to the
commercial communications infrastructure impacted by the
emergency. This alternative infrastructure is the network of amateur
radio operators and their stations that relay messages, build and
maintain repeater stations and repeater networks, operate HF
message networks to send messages greater distances than are
practical with mobile or transportable transmitters, and develop new
technologies to improve the reliability of these networks.”
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Amateur Radio Relay League
Founded in 1914, the American Radio Relay
League is the national association for
amateur radio in the USA. Today, with more
than 158,000 members, ARRL is the largest
organization of radio amateurs in the United
States.

The seed for Amateur Radio was planted in
the 1890s, when Guglielmo Marconi began
his experiments in wireless telegraphy. Soon
he was joined by dozens, then hundreds, of
others who were enthusiastic about sending
and receiving messages through the air‐‐
some with a commercial interest, but others
solely out of a love for this new
communications medium. The United States
government began licensing Amateur Radio
operators in 1912.

Amateur Radio Relay League
By 1914, there were thousands of
Amateur Radio operators‐‐hams‐‐in the
United States. Hiram Percy Maxim, a
leading Hartford, Connecticut, inventor
and industrialist saw the need for an
organization to band together this
fledgling group of radio experimenters. In
May 1914 he founded the American Radio
Relay League (ARRL) to meet that need.

At ARRL headquarters in the Hartford
suburb of Newington, CT, a staff of 100
helps serve the needs of members. ARRL
is also International Secretariat for the
International Amateur Radio Union, which
is made up of similar societies in 150
countries around the world.
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Amateur Radio Relay League
The ARRL also coordinates an extensive
field organization, which includes
volunteers who provide technical
information for radio amateurs and
public‐service activities. In addition, ARRL
represents US amateurs with the Federal
Communications Commission and other
government agencies in the US and
abroad.
ARRL policy is set by a Board of Directors
(one from each of 15 Divisions). Each year,
one‐third of the ARRL Board of Directors
stands for election by the full members
they represent. The day‐to‐day operation
of ARRL HQ is managed by a Chief
Executive Officer.

Amateur Radio Relay League
There are 71 ARRL geographic Sections in
the US and its territories.
The entire State of Colorado is a single
Section within the ARRL.
The Section Is led by a Section Manager
elected by the Section Membership. Jack
Ciaccia is the current Section Manager in
the Colorado Section.
The Section Manager appoints a cabinet
to handle various responsibilities within
the Section. It is my pleasure and honor to
serve as the Section Emergency
Coordinator and the Section State
Government Liaison.
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Amateur Radio Emergency Service
The Amateur Radio Emergency Service®
(ARES) consists of licensed amateurs who
have voluntarily registered their
qualifications and equipment, with their
local ARES leadership, for
communications duty in the public service
when disaster strikes.
In order to provide support in the event of
an emergency—or even in a non‐
emergency situation—operators need to
have the proper training and licensing.
The Colorado ARES organization has a
vigorous training program. Beyond
technology, most ARES members have
received advanced Incident Command
System (ICS) training.

Amateur Radio Emergency Service
The minimum training requirements
recommended to ARES members for
deployment is completion of ICS 100, 200,
300, 700, and 800. Many of our senior
members have completed other ICS
training courses as well to assure
seamless integration of auxiliary
communicators into the ICS
Communications Unit.
Many ARES members are also trained as
Community Emergency Response Team
(CERT) members in their local
communities.
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Colorado ARES®
Colorado ARES is organized into 28
districts in 7 regions. Each district is one
or more counties.
In 2011 the 28 districts were allocated
between the 9 All Hazards Regions to
more closely align ARES volunteers with
local Emergency Managers.
Colorado ARES Command Structure:
•

Section Emergency Coordinator
(S.E.C.)
•

Assistant Section E.C.s
•

Region E.C.s
•

District E.C.s
•

Members

Colorado ARES® District Map
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Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Service
(RACES)
The Radio Amateur Civil Emergency
Service is codified in 47 C.F.R. § 97.407 as
a “A radio service using amateur stations
for civil defense communications during
periods of local, regional or national civil
emergencies.”
True RACES activation takes place after a
declaration by the President under the
War Powers Act. Standard amateur
frequencies are silenced and only RACES
stations operate on specified frequencies.
Only amateur licensees registered with
the local, state or national “civil defense”
authority may transmit.
Established in 1952, the terminology and
regulations really reflect that of a cold war
era.

Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Service
(RACES)
Some ARES districts act as both
ARES/RACES units, while in some
communities they are separate.
Unfortunately, individual personalities
have resulted in the division rather than
any practical purpose.
By statute, all state RACES duties and
privileges are delegated to the AuxComm
unit.
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Amateur Radio Service Capabilities
• Worldwide and wide area communications using multiple modes on high
frequency bands.
•

Digital Packet (text, image)

•

Television

•

Voice

•

CW (Morse Code)

• Local and regional communications using base, mobile and portable
transceivers.
•

VHF (2 meter, 140 MHz)

•

UHF (70 cm, 440 MHz)

•

900 MHz

•

1.2 GHz

•

Microwave

Digital Packet Technolgies
• Allows discrete and confidential communication
across amateur frequencies to convey accurate
documented information.
• Links to the internet to allow email from remote
sites to standard email devices when other
access is down.
• Packet transmission of sensitive data such as
casualty lists, shelter clients, etc.
• Packet can cut through when analog voice is
unintelligible.
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Amateur Television
• Boulder County ARES is one of the leaders in this
technology. Transmits color video images using
amateur frequencies and streamed to the internet.
• During the 4 Mile Fire the technology was used with
infrared cameras to transmit fire activity and growth to
the county EOC. At least 6 homes were saved due to
advance warning provided by video.
• During the floods of 2013 amateur video was streamed
from Boulder airport. One of the logins to the video
server was from the White House.

Voice Communication
• Most common and reliable mode for disaster and
emergency response.
• Shares the same technology and frequently the same
hardware as public safety communications.
• Scores of repeaters atop mountain peaks distributed
throughout Colorado, most with commercial grade
equipment and many interconnected to form a wide‐area
system.
• Amateur radio service is not mandated to adopt
narrowband. Surplus equipment from public safety
organizations can continue to provide valuable services in
your community.
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CW (Morse Code)
• The original mode used for amateur radio, and still
among the most reliable.
• No longer required for any class of amateur radio
license in the U.S.
• Preferred mode on HF when there are high levels of
noise and varying propagation conditions.
• Can be keyed as fast as text messaging by a capable
operator.

Mountaintop Repeaters
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RMHAM DMR
Network

Unanimous Passage in the
General Assembly
House vote on May 4
The question being "Shall the bill pass?". A roll call vote
was taken. As shown by the following recorded vote, a
majority of those elected to the House voted in the
affirmative and the bill was declared passed.
Yes

65

No

0

Senate vote on May 6
The question being "Shall the bill pass?", the roll call was
taken with the following result:
Yes

35

No

0
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House Bill 16‐1040 Creates the Auxiliary
Emergency Communications Unit

Colorado AuxComm District Map
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Statewide Tactical Call Sign Plan
“AuxComm” followed by individual unit
identifier:
Two Digit Identifier: Unit leadership\assets.
Three Digit Identifier: Regional Resources
(AuxComm 301 is the NE Region Coordinator)
Four Digit Identifier: Local resources within
each region. First digit is region number,
second is district within the region, last two
are the individual identifier. (AuxComm 1501 is
the coordinator for district 5, Douglas\Elbert,
within Region 1, North Central.)

Response Capabilities
• Mobile Command Trailer
• Built entirely by volunteers with private funding. Rocky
Mountain Ham Radio is a 501(c)(3) non‐profit.
• Operates on amateur and public safety bands under
sponsorship of the Colorado Office of Emergency
Management.

• PODComm Unit
• Portable deployable equipment rack equipped with
• Amateur HF, packet, VHF, UHF radios.
• Public safety VHF interoperability channels
• Colorado DTRS radio (All MAC, CSP, CDOT, DHS, OEM)

• Individual Operators
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Auxiliary Emergency Communications
• Recognizes the value, indeed the necessity, for trained
auxiliary communicators during and after a disaster.
• An initiative of the U.S. Department of Homeland Security,
Office of Emergency Communications, Interoperable
Communications Technical Assistance Program.
• Not yet an official position with the National Incident
Management System (NIMS).
• The State of Colorado, Office of Emergency Management is
embracing the concept of “AuxComm” as a replacement for
the archaic RACES model.

AuxComm Rationale
Communication needs are varied following a disaster and
may go beyond simply radio operators.
The Auxiliary Emergency Communicator (AEC) may be
called upon to be a RADO, COMT, COML or even a Comm
Unit Manager.
During the recent High Park Fire in Larimer County
amateur radio operators staffed shelters, shadowed CSP
Troopers in marginal DTRS coverage areas, and assisted
the Type 1 Incident Management Team with the
deployment of portable repeaters on VHF interagency fire
cache frequencies.
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AuxComm Rationale
AuxComm acknowledges the need for auxiliary
communicator made obvious in the aftermath of 9/11,
Hurrican Katrina, and other disasters of the last decade.
The model gives a name and structure to the role amateur
radio operators have assumed over the past several years
expanding far beyond mere radio operators on the
amateur band.
In many communities Auxiliary Emergency
Communicators already serve as valuable members of
Incident Management Teams.

The Colorado Plan
Legislation will be introduced in the next legislative
session forming the Auxiliary Emergency Communications
(AuxComm) Unit within the Department of Public Safety,
Division of Homeland Security and Emergency
Management, Office of Emergency Management.
The Director of OEM will be authorized to enter into an
MOU with the Amateur Radio Emergency Service to:
1. Recruit
2. Train
3. Credential

4. Supervise
5. Manage
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AuxComm Qualifications
1. Amateur Radio Licensee
2. Criminal Background Check
3. ICS 100, 200, 300, 700, and 800
4. Additional task specific training parallel to ICS roles:
a.
b.
c.
d.

RADO (Voice, digital mode, TV endoresements)
COMT
COML
COMM Unit Manager

Statewide Training and Credentialing
Uniformity

Local government agencies are free to form
their own AuxComm units, however it must
be certified that the unit meets the training
requirements established by DHSEM OEM.
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AuxComm Support
• Planned events
• Supporting planned events as a public
service provides opportunities to exercise
equipment, capabilities, processes, and
operating skills.

• Unplanned incidents/disaster response
• AuxComm call out via Swift911
• Coordinated statewide response.

Requesting Resources
The AuxComm unit can be requested
through standard resource request, 213RR.
Be sure to describe with some particularity
the communications need (voice RADO,
digital, health and safety comms.,
temporary infrastructure)
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Communications Beyond Radio
Auxiliary Emergency Communicators may fill important
roles beyond radio communication. Possible adjunct
activities include:
• LAN/WAN setup and administration.
• Telephone
• Sound systems
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